
Sustanon 250 Injection Soreness
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Sustanon 250 injection pain I have just started (well 5 weeks back) my first cycle of sustanon 250. i am injecting 2 vials at one time once per week. The problem is the pain where
i injected is still present like 5/6 days later, if i inject in my leg i can hardly move my leg and walk like a peg leg and when i do it in my butt im limping around ...
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Hey guys I need some advice. I'm about to do my third injection of 1ml sustanon 250. My first injection was done with a 25g 1 inch needle in the ass and 1ml of eq in the other
cheek. I didn't have any problems with the eq but the sust was really tender for the next couple days. I was worried I might not be getting deep enough with only the 1 inch needle
so I injected the delt the following ...
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Hello friends... Well I finally decided to do my first cycle. I'm starting out fairly light 300mg a week of each sustanon and deca. Anyway, I injected it, no problem in the glutes but
now my behind is sore, actually the side where I injected the sustanon. The side where I injected the deca I can't really feel it much. It's been two days and it's still sore.



Тренера и клиенты нашего зала заняли почетные места: пара @l_betmen заняла 2 место с общим счетом 18 очков, пара @litovchenko__m @hard_pony.cf - 7
место со счетом 57, пара @smirnova_anastasia_11 @alexandr0383 - 10 место со счетом 69 и пара @deebydoublebee @fiohina_ta - 11 место со счетом 70 очков.��
Tips for Reducing Sustanon Injection Pain . Inject medicine that is at room temperature. Remove all air bubbles from the syringe before injection. Let the skin dry after using
alcohol wipes before injecting. Keep the muscles in the Sustanon injection area relaxed. Break through the skin quickly with the needle.
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